To see all of our resources go to
http://www.bonesandjoints.com.au/teache
rs/teachers-joints/

Research then create a text explaining the process of filling teeth
or putting on braces.
Research then create a text explaining the way an electric
toothbrush is made and works (including correct operation)

Learn how to read easy academic articles examining what
teeth can reveal to archaeologists.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/archaeology/
How historians and archaeologists investigate history,
including excavation and archival research (ACDSEH001)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/archaeology/
The range of sources that can be used in an historical
investigation, including archaeological and written sources
(ACDSEH029)

Include occupations such as dental hygienist,
forensic investigators, oral surgeon, dentist,
nutritionist, in discussion of how people use
science understandings and skills in their
occupations.

a range of systems can be identified, classified and examined to
determine the way they work

People use understanding and skills from across
the disciplines of science in their occupations
(ACSHE224)

History
Science

Technologies
Using data from Australian Bureau of Statistics and World Health Organisation
to analyse data regarding health.
http://agencysearch.australia.gov.au/search/search.cgi?collection=agencies&f
orm=simple&profile=abs&query=teeth
Mathematics
http://www.who.int/en/
Investigate, interpret and analyse graphs from authentic data
(ACMNA180)

Compose a work representing a decayed
tooth being fixed. Using ICT.
Create music which shows a sequence of
ideas

The Arts

Year 7

Write a letter thanking someone for helping
you go to hospital when a tooth had been
knocked out.

Teeth
Languages

Working collaboratively, write, record and present a radio
advertisement aimed at adolescents which promotes healthy teeth.
Analyse and explain the effect of technological innovations on texts,
particularly media texts (ACELY1765)
Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing
appropriate content and multimodal elements to promote a point of
view or enable a new way of seeing (ACELY1720)
Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts,
selecting aspects of subject matter and particular language, visual, and
audio features to convey information and ideas (ACELY1725)
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OUTCOME
Students write a variety of texts in the target
language.

English

Health and physical education

Geography

No activities
provided

Focus on how to save teeth when dealing with a road
accident. (include priority)
Road safety

www.bonesandjoints.com.au

http://www.arthritiswa.org.au/

